
 

   

 
 

  

 

The past cannot be changed, future 
is yet in your power. 

It always seems impossible until it 

is done. 

Failure will never overtake me if 

my determination to succeed is 
strong enough. 

With the new day come new 

strength and new hope. 

Good, better, best. Never let it rest 

until your good becomes better 
and better becomes best. 

Optimism is the faith that lead to 

achievement. Nothing can be done 
without hope and confidence. 
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71st Independence Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and 

feeling of patriotism at RNB Global University. To mark the importance 

of this day a grand celebration was held in the university To 

commemorate the sovereignty of the nation Honorable Chief Guest 

Yashwant Sinha, DIG BSF unfurled the tricolor flag and all in unison 

sang the National Anthem, and expressed the joy of our freedom. 

Mr. Sinha addressed the students and enlightened them with 

inspirational speech, he said that the identity of being an independent 

country brings about a huge responsibility on our shoulders the 

founding fathers of this nation and numerous freedom fighters who 

sacrificed their lives deserve a worthy tribute. So, every student should 

contribute to make this country taking it to pinnacle. He further said 

present generation of India should try to give a practical shape to the 

ideals of democracy. They should exploit utmost of their abilities in 

every field like education, economy, technology and science now the 

time has come to redeem our pledge not just metaphorically but literally. 

The campus echoed with patriotic fervor as the students portrayed 

scenes of Independence Day celebration, sang patriotic songs 

performed by Arjun Soni of BBA-I. Energetic solo dance performance 

by Deepika MBA I added cultural hues to the celebration. The University 

ground reverberated with patriotism and vitality. 
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                                                       Orientation Programme  

 
To welcome the young buds and fresh talent to the campus, RNB Global University, Bikaner inaugurated the Five-Day (1-5 

August) Orientation Program for the session 2017/2018 on Tuesday. The program aimed to make new students get 

acquainted to university and its various working units thus presenting an interesting glimpse into the university world. The 

program was also an opportunity for the new students and their parents to interact with each other and the present students, 

faculty, staff and officials of the university. 

The Hon’ble Vice Chairman, RNBGU Mr. Pramod Bajaj and Mrs. Namratta Bajaj along with other university officials lit the 

lamp in front of Goddess Saraswati - the muse of knowledge, wisdom and intellect; to seek her blessings. The Registrar Dr. 

M.K. Ghadoliya in his welcome address apprised the audience about the pursuit of academic excellence by the university 

and inspired the students to avail every opportunity of learning that is offered by the university. The Hon’ble Vice Chairman 

elevated the morale and enthusiasm of the students focusing on the significance of role of university for the academic and 

personal development.  His dynamic speech catered a range of perspectives on success and progress in student life. He 

remarked that the students need to dream big and pursue it! Senior Professors of the university appraised the students with 

the core value of maintaining discipline, traits of success and vitality for attaining goals. Deputy Registrar RNBGU, Dr. Manjoo 

Saraswat briefed the freshers about varied events/activities planned for 5-day long orientation program. 

 

 

Teaching 1 Strength, strength it is that we want so much in this life, for what we call sin and sorrow have all one cause, 

and that is our weakness. With weakness comes ignorance, and with ignorance comes misery. 

Teaching 2 Whatever you think, that you will be. If you think yourselves weak, weak you will be; if you think yourselves 

strong, strong you will be 

Teaching 3 Purity, patience, and perseverance are the three essentials to success, and above all, love. 

Teaching 4 It is love and love alone that I preach, and I base my teaching on the great Vedantic truth of the sameness 

and omnipresence of the Soul of the Universe. 

Teaching 5 We want that education by which character is formed, strength of mind is increased, the intellect is 

expanded, and by which one can stand on one's own feet. 

Teaching 6 This is the gist of all worship – to be pure and to do good to others. 

Teaching 7 My ideal, indeed, can be put into a few words, and that is: to preach unto mankind their divinity, and how to 

make it manifest in every movement of life. 

Teaching 8 If you have faith in all the three hundred and thirty millions of your mythological gods, … and still have no 

faith in yourselves, there is no salvation for you. Have faith in yourselves, and stand up on that faith and be strong; that is 

what we need. 

Teaching 9 So long as the millions live in hunger and ignorance, I hold every man a traitor who, having been educated 

at their expense, pays not the least heed to them. 

 

9 Golden Teachings of Swami Vivekananda  
 



  

• Railways at 'critical 

juncture', safety to be 

priority: Ashwani 

Lohani. 

• Soccer-Robben tells 

Dutch to be believers 

• PMO keeping a close 

watch on Manohar Lal 

Khattar after Dera 

violence 

• After sluggish growth 

for two years, QSR 

companies see an 
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the Doklam logjam 

with China 
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crore outstanding 
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set to endorse 
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• Privacy safeguards 

can make Aadhaar a 
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• Mumbai hotels 

struggle to make 

room for guests 

• Judiciary to set relief 

norms for victims of 
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hits Saudi Arabia's 

World Cup hopes 

 

Important news 

headlines 

Government may announce a new ‘outcome-oriented’ industrial 
policy by October  
NEW DELHI: Government will announce the new industrial policy in October this year, 
seeking to make India a manufacturing hub by promoting ‘Make in India’ and 
addressing the issue of slower job creation. Commerce and industry minister Nirmala 
Sitharaman will hold talks with stakeholders, including industry captains, think tanks 
and state governments in Chennai, Guwahati and Mumbai to finalise the policy. 
 
In a press statement, Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) said the 
government wants to formulate “an outcome oriented actionable industrial policy that 
provides direction and charts a course of action for a globally competitive Indian 
industry which leverages skill, scale and technology.” 
DIPP has floated a discussion paper to have a “future ready new industrial policy” to 
seek comments while flagging jobs concerns. It warned of projected upward trends in 
automation leading to job losses and disproportionately slower growth in creation of 
job as compared to growth in output.  
 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi likely to attend World Economic 
Forum meet in Davos next year  
 
Prime minister Narendra Modi is likely to go to Davos next January to speak at the 
World Economic Forum’s (WEF) annual meeting of global policy makers and top 
executives, becoming the first Indian premier in about two decades to do so.  
 
WEF organisers have offered Modi top billing and he will be treated at par with 
Chinese president Xi Jinping, who was the star attraction at Davos this year.  
 
If Modi goes, he will address a plenary session on January 23, the first day of the four 
-day long annual summit, which will be attended by the world’s business elite.  
 
The Prime Minister’s visit is expected to be a short one as he has to be back for the 
Republic Day celebrations on January 26.  
 
As the chief minister of Gujarat, Modi had attended the regional summit of the World 
Economic Forum in China in 2007. Subsequently, there had been a controversy over 
an invitation for him to attend the Davos meet in 2008, which had soured his relations 
with the WEF.  
 
Reliance Cap to be removed from 11 S&P BSE indices  
 
The BSE on Tuesday said Reliance Capital will be dropped from 11 S&P BSE indices with effect 
from September 5 as the company is demerging its real estate lending business. 
 
"Reliance Capital is demerging its real estate lending business, which will be later merged with 
Reliance Home Finance, an unlisted subsidiary of Reliance Capital," the exchange said. 
 
Reliance Capital will be dropped from S&P BSE AllCap, S&P BSE Finance, S&P BSE LargeMidCap, 
S&P BSE MidCap, S&P BSE MidSmallCap, S&P BSE CARBONEX, S&P BSE Enhanced Value Index, 
S&P BSE 100, S&P BSE 200, S&P BSE 500, S&P BSE Sensex Next 50.  
 
Reliance Capital on Monday had said that its shareholders will get a free share of Reliance 
Home Finance for each share of Reliance Capital held as on September 6.  
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Legal news – August 2017 

 

 "Triple Talaq" Divorce Banned in India  

On Aug. 22, the Supreme Court of India rules that the "triple talaq," a method of divorced practiced in some Islamic cultures, is 

unconstitutional. The traditional talaq observes a waiting period, for the couple to perhaps reconcile or confirm if the wife is pregnant. 

Wives are expected to receive financial support during this time. The triple talaq does not recognize this waiting period, allowing for 

immediate and arbitrary divorce. Women's rights advocates claim that this permitted widespread domestic abuse, as wives had no 

means of contesting the divorce, and that the status of divorcees could expose them to further exploitation 

Same-Sex Marriage and Adoption Bill Sent to Congress in Chile 

On Aug. 28, quickly following up on her successful public campaign to legalize select abortion, Chilean President Michelle Bachelet 

makes good on her campaign promise to send a same-sex marriage bill to Congress. Chile recognized civil unions two years prior, but 

the current bill would extend the full rights and privileges of marriage and adoption to same-sex marriage in Chile. While many are 

uncertain about her ability to pass the bill through before her term ends in March, many more celebrate this key step to marriage 

equality. 

Rohingya Refugees Detained at Borders of Myanmar 

On Aug. 27, Bangladeshi authorities capture and detain several dozen Rohingya refugees attempting to cross the border from 

Myanmar. The group was headed to the Kutupalong Refugee Camp, which has been accepting huge numbers of Rohingya Muslims 

since the onset of the violence in 2016. Regional authorities are uncertain how to handle the influx of thousands of Rohingya, who are 

fleeing widespread persecution and potential genocide. 

India and China Reach Agreement Over Border 

On Aug. 28, authorities in New Delhi and Beijing reach an agreement to deescalate tensions over the disputed Sino-Bhutanese border 

region of Doklam. After a two month-long standoff, India withdraws its troops, and the two countries agree to resume regular relations. 

India and China have gone to war over Bhutanese landholdings before, and many feared that the current crisis would lead to another 

war between the world's two largest countries. 

North Korea Fires Missile Over Japan 

On Aug. 29, in the latest of many ballistic missile tests, the North Korean military launches a Hwasong-12 missile nearly two thousand 

miles over the northern Japanese island of Hokkaido. Japan immediately goes on high alert, and key Japanese allies are quick to 

condemn the provocation. China similarly speaks out against the launch, but many are skeptical about Beijing's ability to rein in their 

aggressive neighbor. 
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